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Abstract  

Knowledge management is rarely found in a strategy context. Although some companies 

already have introduced the role of a chief knowledge officer, knowledge management is not 

treated as a strategic endeavour. Furthermore, contributions from an academic point of view 

are scarce in the field of the strategic issues of knowledge management. This paper 

contributes with some insight in pointing out the strategic question that knowledge 

management might provide answers for: The efficiency issue of stategic positioning. 

Furthermore, the paper emphasises the distinction between symmetric and asymmetric 

incentives in business relations, and on this basis identifies the notion of Distributed 

Knowledge Management as a means for creating efficiency strategies with symmetric 

incentives in business relations. In this way a strategic agenda for knowledge management is 

identified. 
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1. Introduction 

 

What kind of knowledge management activities is undertaken in companies? Are knowledge 

management projects merely considered as just another information technology or 

information system project? Has knowledge management actually reached the strategic 

agenda? Where does knowledge management fit in the strategic process? These are some of 

the questions that might be considered in relation to current practice of knowledge 

management in industry as well as in academia. 

 

With the introduction of the notion of a "CKO", i.e. a chief knowledge officer (Davenport and 

Prusak 1998, Earl 1999), knowledge management is brought into the boardroom of companies 

- although the companies primarily are large firms.  

 

According to Earl & Scott (1999) CKO’s have two principal design competencies, i.e. that 

they are technologists meaning that they are able to understand which technologies 

cancontribute to capturing, storing, exploring, and sharing knowledge, and they are 

environmentalists meaning that they have the ability to create social environments that 

stimulate and facilitate arranged and chance conversations or able to develop events and 

processes to encourage deliberate knowledge creation and exchange. 
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One reason why knowledge management from a strategic point of view is not diffused into 

most companies might be because there is little known about what strategic issues and 

questions knowledge management actually attack. 

 

In practice knowledge management is rrely considered in a strategy context. Little academic 

guidance is provided in literature, and so far knowledge management is primarily treated as a 

tactical or an operational issue (Ruggles 1998, Davenport et al. 1998). 

 

This paper provides some arguments on the kind of strategic questions where a knowledge 

management answer might prevail.  

2. Knowledge Management - Tactical and Operational Projects 

Ruggles (1998) has outlined a research agenda for knowledge management. He suggests a 

number of knowledge management activities, which are found in companies. The knowledge 

management activities are regarded from a process perspective of what can be managed about 

knowledge. These processes are: 

 

• Generating new knowledge 

• Accessing valuable knowledge from outside sources 

• Using accessible knowledge in decision making 

• Embedding knowledge in processes products, and/or services 

• Representing knowledge in documents, databases, and software etc. 

• Facilitating knowledge growth through culture and incentive 

• Transferring existing knowledge into others parts of the organisation 

• Measuring the value of knowledge assets and/or impact of knowledge management. 
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This research agenda is representative for most academic studies in knowledge management 

(e.g. Drucker 1988, Tampoe 1993, Wiig 1993, 1994, 1995, Davis & Botkin 1994, Miles et al. 

1998, Demarest 1997, Ruggles 1998, Jordan & Jones 1997, Zack 1998, and Davis 1998). The 

list of knowledge processes shows that academia has focused on tactical and operational 

issues of knowledge management.  

 

As this is the dominating research stream, the criteria for successful projects are not 

surprisingly also on a tactical or operational level. Davenport et al. (1998) suggest the eight 

most import criteria as being:  

 

• Link to economic performance or industry value 

• Technical and organisational infrastructure 

• Standard, flexible knowledge structure 

• Knowledge-friendly culture 

• Clear purpose and language  

• Change in motivational practices 

• Multiple channels for knowledge transfer 

• Senior management support 

 

Although Davenport et al. (1998) point out the importance of linking a project to economic 

performance or industry value, this does not provide any substantial insight into how the 

knowledge management is related to the strategy, as focus primarily is on financial cost-

benefit analyses. 
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We find the same conclusion regarding emphasis on tactical and operational issues of 

knowledge management when looking at the projects currently undertaken by companies. 

These projects are (Ruggles 1998):  

 

• Creating an intranet 

• Data warehouse/knowledge repository 

• Implementing decision support tools 

• Implementing GroupWare to support collaboration 

• Create networks of knowledge workers 

• Map sources of internal expertise 

• Establish new knowledge roles 

• Launch new knowledge-based products or services. 

 

Earl (1999) argues that the firms need to have an information business mindset in their 

strategy making. Hence, Earl proposes firms to consider a convergence across industries 

towards the "information business". This raises three issues for business strategy making (Earl 

1999, p. 163) which we here have related to knowledge management: 

 

1) "IT developments, threats and opportunities have to be included in strategy formation" In 

the knowledge management approach technologies and associated practices take 

precedence over a traditional value chain approach. IT is not only applied but built to fit 

information needs within the company and in between business partners.  

2) "The value creation potential of information has to be included in strategy formation." 

Knowledge management makes a difference to management decision when founded on 
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business environmental attributes highly relevant to competitive advantage of products 

and processes. 

3) "The future has to be brought back into strategy-making in order to analyse, anticipate, 

and prepare for the information age." In the case of knowledge management, information 

anticipation being associated  with adding specific information to environmental 

knowledge enhances the strategic-making capacity of management. 

 

 

First, we will revisit the knowledge management literature from an ontological point of view 

because this might bring some insight to the general perspectives that need to be considered in 

a strategic context. Second, in order to identify strategic issues of knowledge management, we 

will provide the basic strategic questions to be answered in strategic positioning of the 

company. 

3. Knowledge management ontology and repositories 

Knowledge management represents issues reflecting the need for solutions of routines 

insufficiently supported or supportable by the organisation structures of modern business. The 

scope of knowledge management encompasses individual competence and organisation 

memory, knowledge creation from tacit to explicit knowledge and the role of organisations in 

facilitating the creation of knowledge (Nonaka 1994). The ontology of knowledge 

management (KM) stated by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) is the individual, organisational 

and interorganisation domains.  

The capability of information technology to serve human purposes using symbols is an 

integrated part of knowledgeable human behaviour. Information technology in this regard is a 

knowledge technology that processes meaningful symbolic behaviour to manage extended 

economic organisations (Konsynski 1993, Pedersen 1996).  
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In each of the three domains the knowledge aspect that IT supports is analysed. The reason 

why information technology is considered in this section, is the appreciation that IT no longer 

solely should be treated as an enabler of business processes. In fact, IT in it self hold promises 

in a strategic scenario that the company might opt for.  

 

The ontology of knowledge management is:  

 

The individual domain: Learning from Japanese manufacturing quality models has inspired a 

new interest in knowledge creation and sharing (Nonaka 1994, Nonaka et al. 1994, Nonaka 

and Takeuchi 1995, Nonaka and Konno 1998, Lincoln et al. 1998). In these models 

knowledge is created within the corporation as a part and parcel of a co-operation process 

between workers and departments. Polanyi (1962,1966) provided the view of tacit and 

explicit individual knowledge. Nonanka and Konno’s (1998) contextual knowledge creation 

in an organisational framework placed knowledge in a collective memory as social knowledge 

also known from Spender’s view of social or organisational knowledge (Spender 1996). 

Whatever the industry, the social knowledge is achievable given the proper organisation is 

provided for, to process tacit knowledge (Takeuchi and Nonaka 1986).  

 

In spite of reckoning tacit knowledge the promises of KM quickly move on to praise the value 

of explicit knowledge from individuals made available to the organisation after proper 

structuring and indexing of items. Creating the organisation’s knowledge source is adamant to 

ensuring competitive viability of the company in adverse times when key personnel may leave 

for better performing competitors. That part of their knowledge that has been objectified into 

a knowledge repository remains with the company and thus confirms the idea of a pool of 

collective knowledge. This calls for establishing a knowledge repository. 
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The organisational domain: Knowledge management makes a public issue of what had 

previously been an asset of the individual member. The individual’s knowledge consists in a 

mix of acquired formal qualifications and of job training as the merit of competence (Zuboff 

1988). Today, knowledge is an asset when shared with other employees at the level of 

knowledge rather than at the level of functional tasks or as the product outcome of the 

division of labour. Thus it is the interchange of knowledge qua knowledge that represents the 

significant change in the management of knowledge from previous ways of managing 

knowledge. Ultimately, this implies to see the firm as a distributed knowledge system 

(Tsoukas 1996).   

 

In recent years, competition has increasingly ruled out this knowledge management strategy 

and at the same time brought to the attention of management the opportunities for a focused 

use of information technologies for knowledge acquisition and dissemination within the 

organisation (Ciborra and Andreu 1996, Borghoff 1997, Davenport and Prusak 1998). 

 

The following models moved on to offer a knowledge repository much inspired by enterprise 

resource planning models and the concept of centralised, corporate databases. In these models 

we find information quality issues along with best practice objectives that take knowledge 

across functional entities, between divisions or subsidiaries to make knowledge an 

organisational asset (Davenport and Klahr 1998). Disseminating knowledge was a matter of 

information retrieval and acquisition by each user as (s)he saw fit. Little or no decision 

support was offered from these repositories. What they offered were results of previous 

learning that only could be accessed if known to exist.   
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The inter organisation domain: A third kinds of models moved on to widen the scope of 

knowledge management by including business partners in a broader network of knowledge 

exchange. The supply chain attracted attention with its scope for increase of overall efficiency 

(Anderson et al 1997). In manufacturing and in particular in biotechnology and 

pharmaceutical industries the core capabilities of companies are based increasingly on 

knowledge-seeking and knowledge-creation. Learning about new innovation opportunities 

requires the companies to participate in technical communinities and building 

interorganizational linkages critical to the diffusion of knowledge, learning and technology 

development (Powell 1998).   

The linear model of a knowledge flow of the demands of customers to dealers and distributors 

did not transform into value-added knowledge before considering the advantage from using 

the World Wide Web using rich information representations. In particular manufacturing and 

service suppliers in customer support knowledge took advantage of the Internet in moving 

knowledge beyond organisational boundaries (El Sawy and Bowles 1997, Hagel and Rayport 

1997, Venkatraman and Henderson 1998). 

 

Today, the distinction between knowledge management in manufacturing and in professional 

services may seem to be overridden by the experience of knowledge management projects 

crossing previously relevant lines of demarcation (Krogh and Roos 1996, Krogh et al. 

1997and1998, Davenport et al. 1998, Ruggles 1998, Alavi and Leidner 1999). The classic 

questions of KM were how to motivate specialists to share their knowledge (Tampoe 1993), 

how to make employees capable to share knowledge (Ciborra and Andreu 1998), how to 

balance historical knowledge with current knowledge through “organisational learning” 

(Nonaka 1994) or through codification changes (Hansen et al. 1999). Another set of classic 

questions we are facing are the questions which and how to create incentive schemes for the 
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exchange of knowledge (or just data) with various business partners. The collaboration tends 

to create clusters of companies working together more intensively than with others that are 

excluded from the intensive knowledge interchange (Powell 1998). The network perspective 

receives increasing interest in the management literature as “the future competition is not 

between companies, but between networks” (Kotler 1994). 

The traditional dichotomy of acquiring information either in reactive mode (El Sawy and 

Pauchant 1988) with a specific decision to make or in proactive mode to scan and monitor the 

environment to detect problems requires a different decision management. Between the two 

we find a network of interdependent decision-makers all acting on information specificity that 

derives from knowledge specificity and time specificity taking advantage of computer 

networks (Choudhury and Sampler 1997). Knowledge management therefor contemplates 

issues found in network theory exploring “co-specialised assets, joint control, and collective 

purpose” (Alstyne 1997:86)  

 

The sequel to these business challenges has been the application of information technologies 

first represented in the acquisition of knowledge in a knowledge repository and later 

represented in network models like intranet and extranet (Davenport and Prusak 1998, Scott 

1998). Knowledge management is bound to rely upon information technologies including 

networks, the technologies of processing, transmission and storage. On the one hand because 

these technologies continuously experience diminishing costs compared to wages and capital 

equipment and on the other hand because the organization of business is increasingly 

becoming one of interconnected networks of expertise and competence that require extensive 

collaboration across company boundaries. These forms of operations now challenge the 

concept of an enterprise repository that gives no access for the collaborating partners. How 

relevant and how representative of the knowledge creation will an enterprise repository 
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become in a world of interorganizational knowledge linkages? Extranets are collaborative in 

principle and may therefor develop into the business partners co-specialized knowledge 

assets.     

 

This article suggests that the rise of knowledge management should be tempered by the 

concomitant rise of decision support systems, though in a new framework, viz. the distributed 

knowledge management. The model of supply chain management relates a significant share of 

all trade to opportunities of knowledge management for efficiency purposes thus representing 

a significant part of all business models. The supply chain network has been shown to benefit 

from information technology in the order fulfilment process (Strader et al. 1998). Unlike 

previous, often hypothetical discussions of virtual organisations, a supply chain network 

decision support system provides an illustration of a robust knowledge based structure where 

the knowledge exchange enhance the performance efficiency of all participating in the 

network.  

 

The model to be presented differs in a significant respect from other models catering only for 

knowledge relations discarding the specific nature of network business relations though 

stressing the decision support capability (Sridhar 1998). We argue that the exchange of 

asymmetric, specific knowledge in a network economy generates among all the participants a 

performance superior to that achieved without distributed knowledge networks.  

 

Summing up this section, the review of the knowledge management ontology point to the 

importance that a company should be defined not only based on internal capabilities but in 

relation to the network in which it operates. From here the information system requirements 

can be derived. 
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4.   Knowledge Management in Strategic Positioning 

Strategy can be regarded from various points of view. An established point of view is the 

“Who, What, How” framework (Abell 1980). This framework proposes that the strategic 

position of a company is the sum of target customers (who), products and services (what), and 

the optimal way the company furnishes these efficiently (Markides 1997, 1998, 1999). This 

line of thought is by Applegate (2001)extended to encompass the evolution of an e-business 

strategy by considering the four issues of enhancement, extension, expansion and exit (p. 77). 

By enhancement is ment adding functionality or improving a product or service that is 

currently offered. Extension addresses the adoption of new business models or entering new 

businesses. Expansion means adding products and services within the existing business. 

Finally, exit point the options of dropping a product or serviceline or leaving a business. 

 

The competitive dynamics of markets impose upon management to follow-up on changing 

market structures and competitor behaviour, demanding on-going strategizing. Management 

has to consider regularly in which business they operate as well as the efficiency with which 

they operate, for example by reconsidering their core competencies in terms of opportunities 

for sharing, reusing or expanding competencies (Markides 1997).  

 

In setting business right for strategizing the predominant guideline has been the value chain 

(Porter 1985) and the e-business imperative of the competitive forces of an industry (Porter 

2001). The scope of this line of analysis is elaborated through complementors, which are 

participants from whom the customer buys complementary products or services, or to which 

suppliers sell complementary resources, cf. Ghemawat et al. (2001). Beyond the positioning 

framework Porter now stipulates the competitive advantages derived from clusters (Porter 
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1990, 1998a, 1998b): “Clusters are geographic concentrations of interconnected companies 

and institutions in a particular field” and “encompass an array of linked industries and other 

entities important to competition.” While the geographic concentration is a codetermining 

factor of a cluster it is also “an alternative way of organising the value chain.” Repeated 

exchanges, better co-ordination and trust “mitigate the problems inherent in arm’s-length 

relationships without imposing the inflexibility of vertical integration or the management 

challenges of creating and maintaining formal linkages such as networks, alliances, and 

partnerships” (Porter 1998b: 78). The mutual benefits of clusters derive from this 

“organisational form that offers advantages in efficiency, effectiveness, and flexibility.” 

Porter identifies the cluster effects upon competition as three: increase the productivity of 

companies based in the area; drive the direction and pace of innovation; stimulate the 

formation of new businesses that expand and strengthen the cluster itself. The cluster effects 

allow “each member to benefit as if it had greater scale or as if it had joined with others 

formally - without requiring it to sacrifice its flexibility.”  

The strategic option for knowledge management in clusters is to support business 

procurement, to exchange specialised information, and to offer complementarities like 

product complements and co-ordination of activities across companies’ optimising on 

collective productivity (Porter 1998b). 

 

The agenda of knowledge management previously limited to tactical and operational issues is 

now raising to strategic issues of the business. The Internet revolution has made network 

reconfiguration in Intranet and Extranet an issue in formulating digital based business 

strategies (Venkatraman and Henderson 1998). These strategies require a new knowledge 

management strategy: Which knowledge, to whom, and in which way?    
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Strategic 

  

 

Positioning 

  Product / Market Efficiency 

 
 

Incentive  

 

Asymmetric 

 

 

Value chain 

 

KM 

Strategy  

Symmetric 

 

 

Cluster 

 

DKM 

Table 1: Strategizing for the digital business. 

 

In table 1 the strategic positioning framework of product-market and efficiency is associated 

with the nature of the incentive strategy. The asymmetric incentive strategy follows from 

unequal positions in the value chain reflecting strategies of competitive advantage (Porter 

1980, 1985). The strength may be based in cost advantages, brands or other vehicles for 

differentiation in the market. The symmetric incentive strategy follows from the recognition 

of complementarities. The advance of the cost efficiency or strategic positioning of one 

partner benefits the other partners. In terms of knowledge management the advance of one 

partner depends upon the others and vice versa. There is a mutual incentive to enable the other 

partner to succeed because that facilitates and increases the probability of success for one self.  

Collaboration between companies at various levels of expertise reach into strategic issues of 

product development and market strategies.  

Moving beyond the boundaries of the firm into the extended enterprise (Konsynski 1993) 

elevates the virtual organising of business into a knowledge based strategy for a “dynamic 

portfolio of relationships to assemble and co-ordinate the required assets for delivering value 
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to the customers” (Venkatraman and Henderson 1998:33). Their principles governing 

strategizing network reconfiguration cannot be found in a conception of knowledge 

management as purely an internal business affair. Business-to-business networks transcend 

the conventional image of value chains creating a complex exchange of specific information 

and in particular of specific knowledge (Choudhury and Sampler 1997).  

 

In table 1 the concomitant of incentive strategies for knowledge management is also 

highlighted.  

The centralised knowledge creation model promotes the idea of making knowledge available 

to the whole organisation as the purpose of knowledge management (Nonaka 1994, Nonaka et 

al. 1994, Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995, El Sawy and Bowles 1997, Favela 1997, Davenport and 

Klahr 1998). Here knowledge management (KM) faces the challenge how to ensure a 

dynamic updating of knowledge. The decision-making qualities of a relevant and timely 

information for decision support come to the fore in the concept of information specificity 

(Choudhury and Sampler 1997).  

The alternative to a centralised knowledge management model, a distributed knowledge 

management model, generates knowledge amongst decision-makers in interdependent 

businesses on a continuous basis while redistributing the outcome for a time efficient 

knowledge use. The symmetries in knowledge and time specificity of the decision-makers 

ensure that knowledge creation in an actor network is an incentive compatible exchange of 

knowledge. Actor network theory captures the idea of a heterogenous, bottom-up and 

dynamic change of collaboration determined by the intermediary (here the specific 

information interchanged for knowledge creation) of the network (Callon 1991, Walsham 

1997, Hull et al. 1999).   
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The centralised KM model consists in a conversion from individual, knowledge specificity 

into organisational, collective knowledge made available to all individuals where each 

individual user on an ad hoc basis converts the global knowledge into local decision support. 

In contrast, the distributed KM model requires another conversion. The focus is on the 

exchange of specific knowledge to network actors in a mutual value-adding network. Each 

actor appropriates information and submits enhanced information that in return becomes 

enhanced by other network actors at other destinations and thus return to the originator more 

valuable than when originated.  

 

The actor network realises the exchange of a knowledge and time specific information thus 

taking responsibility for making knowledge creation available for decision by all actors in the 

network. The latter process also makes for the difference between a centralised KM system 

that is passive in regard to decision making and an active distributed decision support system 

that takes advantage of the knowledge specificity related to the different actors. And finally 

knowledge creation in terms of knowledge specificity encompasses both tacit and explicit 

knowledge since the same individuals or teams that create knowledge apply it (Polanyi 1962, 

1966, Spender 1996). The emergent knowledge co-located with the actor results from 

acquired knowledge from the network merged with local, specific knowledge. Therefor 

emergent knowledge resides with the actor and does not have to cross the organisational 

boundaries of the collaborators. Only specific knowledge items are passed on in the actor 

network. This accounts for the symmetric incentive character of the network DKM model. 

Further, the collaboration between partners reflects their different roles and contributions 

reinforcing the economic complementarities of the cluster in which they participate. The 

strategic implications for product improvements and innovations follow.  
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5. Conclusion and perspectives 

 

Knowledge management is seldom put into a strategy context. Although some companies 

already have introduced the role of a chief knowledge officer, knowledge management is 

rarely treated as a strategic endeavour. Also from an academic point of view few contributions 

are made in the field of the strategic issues of knowledge management.  

 

This paper reviews the ontology of knowledge management as a basic understanding for 

creating business scenarios. The result of this review shows that a company should be defined 

not only based on internal capabilities but in relation to the network in which it operates or 

should operate to generate knowledge and new complementarities.  

 

The primary contribution of this paper is a suggestion towards the kind of strategic questions 

that knowledge management might answer. The conclusion is that knowledge management 

contributes in the efficiency issues of strategic positioning. 

 

Furthermore, the paper emphasises the distinction between symmetric and asymmetric 

incentives in business relation, and on this basis identifies the concept of Distributed 

Knowledge Management as a means for creating efficiency strategies with symmetric 

incentives in business relations. 

 

Based on the issues raised in the paper, future research might then approach research 

questions as how to create knowledge-based strategic scenarios, raising further questions of 

how to incorporate symmetric incentive schemes in business relations. And raise the 
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following issues on how to create knowledge-based business models, and how to test the 

viability and efficiently/effectiveness of the knowledge-based business model. 
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